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　Modern technology, that dominates almost all aspects of the society with its convenience, has been causing a variety 
of technical disasters. And the issue of its appropriateness and legitimacy has been questioned in many situations. In 
this article the previous thinking on appropriate technology mostly focused on developing countries is reviewed to 
confirm such thinking is also valid and necessary in developed countries. Then, starting from an essential definition of 
technology and reviewing the social aspects of technology with some case studies, a set of universal requirements for 
‘appropriate technology’ is defined as fitness to local situations and fairness including sustainability. Finally, discussions 
are made on institutional structures necessary to democratically review and reshape technologies as well as to evaluate 

















































































































































Internship for Students of Engineeringプログ
ラム）を実施している。WISEプログラムの講師
である、Leland（2011）は、「ピラミッドの底辺
























































































































































































され利用に供された現象の集積（a collection of 
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